INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

Tumors conventionally are diagnosed by morphological appearance on the base of their pathology and immunohistochemistry on the protein expression activities. The underlying genetic disorders are hidden form histological appearance of tumors.\[[@ref1]\]

By the development of the microarray techniques the simultaneous monitoring of thousands of genes expression became an ordinary job in genetic behavior of tumors.\[[@ref2]\] The gene expression data is very different from the data produced by all other previous methods. First, it has very high dimension usually contains thousands to tens of thousands of genes. Second, the number of samples in current data is a few due to shortage of candidates in this type of study. Third, relevant genes to cancer are narrow subsection of expressed gene spectrum. It is obvious that traditional existing classification methods were not designed to handle this kind of the data efficiently and effectively.\[[@ref3]\]

As it has shown the gene selection should be performed prior to cancer classification and it could improve the accuracy. Feature selection helps to reduce data size and the running time.\[[@ref4]\]

Artificial neural network is a robust tool as either clustering or classification. Supervised models are used for classification and unsupervised models are used for clustering.\[[@ref5]\]

Diffuse Large B-cell Lymphoma (DLBCL), the most common subtype of non-Hodghin\'s Lymphoma, is clinically heterogeneous. Forty percent of patients have better overall survival time than the others. Alizadeh *et al*. showed that there is diversity in gene expression among tumors of DLBCL patients, apparently reflecting the variation in tumor proliferation rate, host response and differentiation state of the tumor.\[[@ref6]\]

O'Neill *et al*. used two layers neural network for classification of DLBCL patients. Their classification accuracy was 100% and they were able to extract 34 significant genes. But they did not claim that the gene sets extracted in their procedure were the "best" gene sets.\[[@ref7]\]

Lossos *et al*. studied 36 genes whose expression had been reported to predict survival in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma of 66 patients. They showed that measurement of the expression of 6 genes is sufficient to predict overall survival in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma.\[[@ref8]\]

The above-mentioned study identified two molecularly distinct forms of DLBCL: Germinal center B-like DLBCL and Activated B-like DLBCL.\[[@ref8]\]

In this study we were going to use data from these DLBCL patients to differentiate between two forms of DLBCL using supervised neural network. The goal was to find out minimum possible number of genes that the used model (ANN) would be able to classify a new expression pattern.

Moreover with regard to limited number of patients, we tried to obtain suitable training samples and so an optimum ANN.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#sec1-2}
=====================

The data presented in first figure of earlier report <http://llmpp.nih.gov/lymphoma/data>. Shtml were used in this study. These data were from 40 labeled patients and corresponding 4026 genes expression levels. In Alizadeh *et al*., study on this database and using clustering method, patients divided into two groups: Germinal center and activated like.\[[@ref6]\] In this study, we used artificial neural network (ANN) to classify and predict data and the labels were selected according to Alizadeh *et al*., results. The data analysis consisted of the following steps:

Reduction of data dimensions {#sec2-1}
----------------------------

As we dealt with huge number of genes and low number of patients, it should be better to reduce number of genes. Actually thanks to reduction of data size, we could improve accuracy of classification and so running time. In this study we used signal to noise (S/N) ratio as a main tool in order to reduce the dimensions whereas in previous work we used combination of S/N and PCA to perform this job.\[[@ref9]\]

The S/N ratio is defined as follow:

S/N= (μ~A~--μ~B~)/(σ~A~+σ~B~)

μ and σ are mean and standard deviation per class, respectively.\[[@ref10]\]

This ratio is just usable in two class problems.

In this study Genes were ranked based on their S/N ratios. Then various thresholds and therefore various number of ranked genes were tried.

Artificial neural network {#sec2-2}
-------------------------

In this study, we applied the Perceptron neural network on the presented data. If the selection of the training data is suitable, we will have minimum training error with Training just one network. As it has shown in previous works it is possible to classify the current data by the use of 14 higher eigenvectors and subsequently the use of 14 highest order components. The results have shown 93% accuracy in classification by the use of artificial neural network.\[[@ref9]\]

As the number of classes was limited to two subtypes of classes, it seemed that this data type was classifiable by fewer number of features.\[[@ref6]\]

In this study, at first, 14 germinal center and 12 activated like patients were chosen randomly as the training data (approximately ⅔ of total data). Therefore remained 14 patients (eight germinal center and six activated like patients) were selected as testing data. Then we tried to classify these training and testing data with the aid of Perceptron neural network. Because of low number of patients and to achieve more accurate result, we proposed one approach in order to choose suitable training and testing data as fallow:

The total data was classified using Perceptron network.The distances from data to classifier were computed.The distances were ranked and 14 germinal center and 12 activated like samples with shortest distances were selected as the training set.

RESULTS {#sec1-3}
=======

Different types and structures of neural network were tried on the data by varying the number of features. We found out that two of the highest rank genes are able to classify classes in some special data selections for training and testing set.

If we select samples that have been shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, as the training data, then network classification isn't optimal. It is noticeable, in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the training error is zero but testing error is 57% (8 out of 14 samples were misclassified).

![Random selection of train and classification](ABR-2-26-g001){#F1}

![Random selection of training and the testing data samples that resulted to 8 number of misclassified testing sample](ABR-2-26-g002){#F2}

For solving this problem, we proposed the selection of suitable training data approaches \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\]. Finally the test data was applied on the network and the test error was measured. With use two most significant genes and training the network, the training and testing errors were 0 and 7%, respectively (i.e., 1 out of 14 was misclassified). One testing error has been shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. If this misclassified sample put among training data, the training and testing errors will be 3.8 and 0%, respectively.

![A typical Sample division for classified data based on the two most significant features](ABR-2-26-g003){#F3}

![Classification of the whole data by neural based of two most significant features](ABR-2-26-g004){#F4}

In the final experiment, the PCA was used and the various numbers of eigenvectors were examined. In one experiment we selected 10 most significant genes based on their S/N ratios and then we applied PCA to reduce these genes from 10 to 2 and then we utilized linear Perceptron neural network for classifying the patients. In another experiment, we used PCA calculated from total genes (instead of 10 genes) for reducing them from 4026 to 2. In the other hand, in the new dimension space with the use of two eigenvectors, every data is the linear combination of genes. Best result was obtained using PCAcalculated from 10 most significant genes and the error was 0%. The distribution of new two features that have been yielded using PCA calculated from total and ten most significant genes have been shown in Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} respectively. As it seems in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, two groups are differentiated simpler.

![The distribution of whole sample space using PCA calculated from whole gene space](ABR-2-26-g005){#F5}

![The distribution of two sample space using PCA of the ten most significant genes](ABR-2-26-g006){#F6}

DISCUSSION {#sec1-4}
==========

In this study, best result was computed using training one network with two most significant genes based on their S/N ratios. These two genes have been shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Selection of training and testing samples performed on the basis of their distance to classifier line. Actually with the aid of mentioned methods we could compensate lack of enough number of patients, improve accuracy of classifying and reduce complication of computations and so running time. The combination of S/N ratio and PCA was suitable method for reduction of dimensions and a simple neural network was near perfect tool for this classification.

###### 

Two most significant genes extracted in this study

![](ABR-2-26-g007)

In previous work we used S/N ratio as well as PCA to reduce dimensions from 4026 to 14 or 10. Then in the classification step, we chose training samples (26 patients) randomly. Since there were not enough samples available, we performed a leave one out cross validation on 26 training samples. In this method 26 networks were trained. Under mentioned conditions, 10 eigenvectors and labeling of patients as Alizadeh *et al*., study (Germinal center and activated like), the calculated accuracy was 100%. After removing PCA and using most significant genes based on S/N ratio, the accuracy of classification was 100% but in some permutations, the accuracy was 93%.\[[@ref9]\]

In this study we used S/N ratio as a main tool to decrease number of genes from 4026 to 2. Because the one layer Perceptron network is a linear classifier and the features are two, the two class samples are differentiated from each other using a line and the weights of the network are related to the slope of this line. In the classification step, we performed selection of training samples on the basis of their distance to classifier line and applied one linear Perceptron ANN to two dimension data. The result was rather good.

With the use of only one gene, different class samples were not differentiated as good as using two most significant genes.

It should be notified that although the achieved accuracy has not improved in our second study (current paper) comparison with the first one (both of them are rather good), the complication of the computations and so the running time has decreased.

The first generation of gene expression analysis methods has been successfully applied in a variety of clustering and classification settings. Alizadeh *et al*., used hierarchical clustering for dividing patterns into two subgroups.\[[@ref6]\]

The two genes that were extracted in our study \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\] have no overlap with the genes extracted in O'Neill and Song study \[[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}\].\[[@ref7]\]

###### 

Thirty four most significant genes extracted in O'Neill and song study\[[@ref7]\]

![](ABR-2-26-g008)

CONCLUSION {#sec1-5}
==========

We have shown that the use of two most significant genes based on their S/N ratios and selection of suitable training samples can lead to classify DLBCL patients with a rather good result.

In this work, it has been shown that in data types with huge number of features compared with number of samples, there is not a unique solution for problems such as microarray data classifications. Therefore, there should be more precaution in classification result announcement. As it has been shown, with the aid of simple structure networks (i.e., single layer perceptron) it is possible to classify this type of data. It is recommended to utilize simple classifiers at first and then to go towards more complicated methods. There should be some measures on degree of freedom on the models on more complicated methods.
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